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Light emission from nanostructures exhibits rich quantum
effects and has broad applications. Single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) are one-dimensional metals or
semiconductors in which large numbers of electronic states in
narrow energy ranges, known as van Hove singularities, can
lead to strong spectral transitions1,2. Photoluminescence and
electroluminescence involving interband transitions and
excitons have been observed in semiconducting SWNTs3–9, but
are not expected in metallic tubes owing to non-radiative
relaxations. Here, we show that, under low bias voltages, a
suspended quasi-metallic SWNT (QM-SWNT) emits light
owing to Joule heating, displaying strong peaks in the visible
and infrared, corresponding to interband transitions. This is a
result of thermal light emission in a one-dimensional system,
in stark contrast with featureless blackbody-like emission
observed in large bundles of SWNTs or multiwalled
nanotubes10–12. This allows for probing of the electronic
temperature and non-equilibrium hot optical phonons in
Joule-heated QM-SWNTs.
We investigated electrically driven thermal light emission
of individual QM-SWNTs in both the visible and infrared
(wavelength l ¼ 500– 2,100 nm; see experimental details in
Supplementary Information), in a wider spectral window than
previously explored for electroluminescence of nanotubes. We
fabricated suspended and non-suspended SWNT (diameter
d  2 – 4 nm) devices with tube length L  2 – 10 mm (Fig. 1a, c
insets), as described previously13–15. QM-SWNTs were identified
as those exhibiting weak source – drain current (Ids) dependence
(due to small bandgaps of tens of meV (refs 14,16) on gatevoltage (Vgs) with Ids(max)/Ids(min) , 10 (at bias Vds ¼ 10 mV),
across the Vgs range (Fig. 1a). On substrate, QM-SWNTs show
current saturation near 20 mA at high bias, but suspended ones
exhibit negative differential conductance (that is, reduced currents
at higher biases) and much lower maximum current ,10 mA
(Fig. 1b) due to Joule heating and electron scattering by hot
optical phonons caused by slow heat dissipation in the
suspended SWNTs15.
We observed light emission from suspended QM-SWNTs (in
the on state under a high negative Vgs, with the device kept in Ar)
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beginning at low Vds, with pronounced peaks in the spectra
(Figs 1c, 2a, b). We measured the visible emission characteristics
of the suspended and on-substrate sections of several QM-SWNTs
(Fig. 1c) and observed that the onset of detectable visible light
for suspended QM-SWNT devices began as low as Vds ¼ 0.9 V
(always in the negative differential conductance region in Ids –Vds
as in Fig. 1b), but the visible emission for on-substrate SWNTs
was not measurable until Vds . 5 V. For several long (10 mm)
suspended QM-SWNTs, we spatially resolved light emission
and found that the location of the brightest spot was always
near the centre (Fig. 1d) and remained stationary at various
Vds and Vgs.
We investigated light emission from ten suspended (all in Ar)
QM-SWNTs (Fig. 2). All QM-SWNTs exhibited spectral peaks
and the peak positions varied (Fig. 2a,b). In SWNTs, electronic
transitions between the van Hove singularities are dipole-allowed
(denoted as Enn transitions)17. We attribute the observed peaks to
optical emission (highly polarized along the tube axis; Fig. 2b
inset) from E11 (infrared) and E22 (visible or near infrared)
transitions (Fig. 2c) of QM-SWNTs. Lorentzian fitting is used to
determine the peak locations of E11 and E22. We find reasonable
agreement with simple tight-binding predicted E11 and
E22 values18 (1 : 2 ratio) (Fig. 2d) for QM-SWNTs with
d  2.8 –4 nm (d was measured by atomic force microscopy over
the on-substrate portion of the nanotubes).
To understand the light emission in QM-SWNTs, we note that
the negative differential conductance in the Ids – Vds of suspended
QM-SWNTs is indicative of significant self-heating and electron
scattering by hot optical phonons15. The slow decay and long
lifetimes of optical phonons in suspended SWNTs lead to high
non-equilibrium optical phonon population and temperature
(Top), causing significant electron heating (Te  Top) well above
the temperature of the SWNT lattice15,19. Analysis of the negative
differential conductance region of the Ids –Vds curve of a 2 mm
suspended QM-SWNT by the hot phonon model15,19 leads to an
estimated Te  Top  1,200 K at Vds  1.3 V. This heating gives
rise to a thermal distribution of electrons and holes with
appreciable populations at the van Hove singularities in QMSWNTs (Fig. 2c). These carriers can then radiatively recombine to
33
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Figure 1 Visible thermal light emission of quasi-metallic SWNTs. a, Current versus gate voltage I ds – V gs curve for a 2-mm-long suspended QM-SWNT device
schematically shown in the inset (S, source; D, drain). b, Current versus bias I ds – V ds characteristics of the SWNT in a (showing negative difference conductance),
together with those of the non-suspended portion of the same tube. c, Visible emission spectra for the suspended and non-suspended portion of the QM-SWNT
recorded at low and high bias V ds, respectively (V ds ¼ 1.4 V, I ds ¼ 5 mA; V ds ¼ 7 V, I ds ¼ 21 mA). The inset shows a scanning electron microscopy image (scale
bar is 2 mm) of the device with suspended and on-substrate SWNT portions bridging electrodes. d, Visible confocal image of a 10-mm suspended QM-SWNT at
V ds ¼ 1.9 V (I  3 mA) collected by a silicon avalanche photodetector superimposed on a dark-field optical image (the brightest horizontal lines mark the edge of the
electrodes). The strongest light emission is seen at the centre of the suspended tube (approximate location traced by the dashed line). Right panel: g line cut (total
photon counts) along the tube length. The resolution of this measurement is nearly diffraction limited (1 mm).

produce E11 and E22 emission peaks, thus producing distinct
spectral features rather than a featureless blackbody spectrum.
Note that excitons may play a role in metallic and QM-SWNTs,
but the effect should be smaller in our case than in
semiconducting SWNTs owing to large d  2 –4 nm QM-SWNTs
used with low exciton binding energies20 relative to the high Te
involved. The effect is difficult to discern from our spectra with
broad peaks caused by significant heating.
This thermal light emission model is consistent with the
observed emission photon energy exceeding the bias-voltage
injection energy eVds (emission well above eVds ¼ 1.4 eV is seen
in Fig. 1c). It is also consistent with the drastic difference in light
emission between the suspended and on-substrate portions of a
SWNT (Fig. 1c), because self-heating of the latter is much lower
owing to efficient thermal dissipation and optical phonons
relaxing into the substrate15,21. In fact, in ambient air without the
protection of Ar flow, our suspended SWNTs break down at
sustained biases Vds  1.5 – 2 V (see Supplementary Information,
Fig. S1) as a result of oxidation as their lattice temperature
approaches 800 K (ref. 22). The thermal light emission model is
also consistent with the fact that light emission is brightest at the
centre of the suspended QM-SWNTs (Fig. 1d) where a parabolic
temperature profile peaks15. This differs from previous spatially
resolved electroluminescence in semiconducting-SWNTs in which
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emission was observed at the suspended trench edge attributed to
impact excitation and exciton recombination7, and the mobile
emission spot seen as a result of ambipolar carrier injection5.
We carried out theoretical modelling (see Methods section) to fit
the experimental spectra (Fig. 3a & 3c) and extract electron
temperatures by spectra fitting in the visible region, and the
results were close to the optical phonon temperature (Te  Top)
derived from the hot phonon model (Fig. 3b, left axis)15,19. Note
that our model is mainly used to fit the exponential emission
tail in the visible for extracting electron temperature and is not
intended to precisely fit the peak positions.
Several features in our spectra are not well understood. First,
E11 : E22  1 : 1.7 –2 has been observed for semiconductingSWNTs by photoluminescence experiments23,24. In our case of
QM-SWNT thermal light emission, in which we do not consider
excitonic effects, we expect E11 : E22  1 : 2, but deviations from
this ratio were observed (Fig. 2d). One possible cause is a
significant heating effect on the nanotube structure and in turn
electronic structure. Some of our QM-SWNTs exhibited
unexplained peaks (for example, in the red curve of Fig. 2a)
between E11 and E22. Possible explanations for this include
phonon-assisted transitions, inter-band transitions (such as E12,
for which theoretical work has suggested perpendicular
polarization and intensity up to a 1/5– 1/3 of Enn transitions25),
nature nanotechnology | VOL 2 | JANUARY 2007 | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology
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Figure 2 Thermal light emission of suspended metallic SWNTs with E 11 and E 22 peaks. a, Light emission spectra (scaled for readability) in the infrared for three
independent 2-mm-long QM-SWNTs (red, green and blue) at V gs ¼ – 20 V and V ds ¼ 1.4, 1.1 and 1.3 V, respectively (I ds ¼ 6.35, 5.13, 5.95 mA). b, Corresponding
light emission spectra for the three tubes in a in the visible at V gs ¼ – 20 V and V ds ¼ 1.5, 1.3, 1.5 V (I ds ¼ 6.15, 4.78, 5.7 mA), respectively. In the inset, the
symbols are measured photon counts for emission polarized at various angles relative to the tube axis. The solid line is a cos2 fit. c, Illustration of the thermal light
emission mechanism in a (n,m) ¼ (24,21) QM-SWNT (with d  3 nm, E 11  0.8 eV, E 22  1.6 eV as for the tube in a and b with red curves). The curve on the blue
region corresponds to the electron population at various energies calculated by multiplying the density-of-states (black line) and the Fermi – Dirac distribution (red
line) at T e  1,200 K. The finite populations at the first and second van Hove singularities are responsible for E 11 and E 22 optical emission and depend on T e and
energy exponentially. d, E 11 versus E 22 peak locations from ten suspended QM-SWNT devices determined from their visible and infrared spectra. The red line
corresponds to E 22 ¼ 2E 11 from the simple tight-binding approximation. The peaks were determined using a Lorentzian curve fit. As a result, some of the devices
showing asymmetric peaks had some offset due to an imperfect fit.

and perhaps emission from states due to defects along the
relatively long tubes. These possibilities require further
investigation. We calculated the effect of trigonal warping26
on our spectra and found the effect to be inconsequential in this
diameter range (d  2.8 –4 nm), given the breadth of the
measured emission peaks (.100 meV).
For the SWNT in Fig. 3c we analysed the peak width (fullwidth half maximum s of 130 meV) as a function of bias by
fitting several spectra (Vds ¼ 0.7– 1.2 V). As Vds and thus Te
increase, the emission peak is expected to widen from increased
thermal and lifetime broadening effects. Indeed, we observed a
change in peak width over the bias range (Fig. 3c). The apparent
peak widths correspond to effective total lifetimes of tTOT 
10 –14 fs, including all scattering mechanisms (Fig. 3d, left axis).
By using the calculated Top (and the corresponding Bose –Einstein
optical phonon occupation number) from the hot phonon
model15,19, we determined an electron –phonon scattering lifetime
te – op of 15 –18 fs (Fig. 3d, right axis), about 50% greater than
tTOT. This suggests that only a portion of tTOT is due to electron –
phonon scattering, with additional broadening likely due to other
mechanisms, such as electron –electron scattering.
nature nanotechnology | VOL 2 | JANUARY 2007 | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology

Finally, we carried out light emission measurements of QMSWNTs as a function of bias Vds and gate-voltage Vgs (Fig. 4). At
a fixed bias Vds, the infrared light emission g (down to 0.57 eV)
under various Vgs scaled exponentially with current or power
(P ¼ IdsVds) (Fig. 4a), as increases in the latter caused higher Te.
Current modulation by Vgs (Fig. 4b; also Fig. 1a) was due to the
existence of small bandgaps (of the order of tens of meV) in
the QM-SWNTs13–16. By simultaneously measuring light emission
g and power P versus Vds and Vgs (Fig. 4c and d, respectively), we
observed that the exponential dependence of g on P held across
the entire Vgs and Vds two-dimensional space.
Figure 4a has striking similarities to the data presented
previously7. Although Chen et al. attribute this to impact
excitation and recombination of free carriers and excitons7, we
rule out impact excitation as the cause of light emission in our
devices owing to the observation of photons of greater energy
than the applied field (Ephoton . eVds) (Fig. 1c, red curve, and
Fig. 3a). Additionally, we do not expect appreciable light emission
from impact excitation as a result of non-radiative relaxation of
excited carriers in QM-SWNTs20. We have also measured
light emission of suspended semiconducting SWNTs and found
35
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Figure 3 Thermal light emission spectra of a 2.9-mm-long suspended QM-SWNT compared with theory. a, The top panel shows visible spectra of a 2.9-mmlong suspended QM-SWNT at two biases V ds ¼ 1.2 V (blue) and 1.3 V (red). The lower panel shows spectra calculated for a d  3 nm SWNT with E 11  0.8 eV and
E 22  1.6 eV using equation (1) (see Methods). Several d  3 nm SWNTs, such as (24,21) and (28,16), have similar E 11 and E 22, making it not possible to uniquely
determine (n,m ). b, Left axis: Electron temperature T e (T op) versus bias (blue line) derived by fitting I ds – V ds data (symbols in inset) using the hot phonon model15,19.
Blue squares are T e extracted from fitting visible thermal light emission spectra (see Methods) in a for the two biases. Right axis: Measured g versus bias in the
infrared region (red symbols) and computed g (red line) based on T e derived from the I ds – V ds model15,19. c, Thermal light emission spectra in the infrared region for
the SWNT at V ds ¼ 0.7 (black), 0.8 (green), 1.0 (blue) and 1.2 V (red) (top panel). The lower panel shows spectra calculated using equation (1) and T e at
corresponding biases from b. Note that a more precise theoretical treatment should include any exciton effects in our d  2 – 4 nm QM-SWNTs. The exciton binding
energies for large-diameter QM-SWNTs are unknown, but should be smaller than the 80 meV theoretically expected for a d  0.5 nm QM-SWNT27. The effect may
cause a shift in the emission peak positions, but the shift will be small compared to the large thermal light emission peak width (130 meV). d, Left axis: estimated
hot-electron lifetime (tTOT) at various biases. Right axis: calculated electron – optical phonon scattering time at various biases at corresponding temperatures obtained
from I ds – V ds analysis.

that thermal effects also occur in semiconducting tubes (see
Supplementary Information, Fig. S2). The data suggest that
thermal heating may play a role in other electroluminescence
measurements of semiconducting SWNTs3–9 where similar or
higher powers than those reported here are dissipated in
the devices.
Our measurement reveals the high-temperature optoelectronic
properties of quasi-metallic SWNTs. By exploiting SWNTs of
specific diameters, one can produce thermal light emission peaked
at a desired wavelength, from the visible to the infrared, which is
useful in optoelectronics for telecommunications in the 1.3–
1.5 mm range. Although thermal light emission of bulk materials
has been extensively studied, our result, revealing drastic
36

spectra peaks for SWNTs, underlines the importance of examining
electronic heating and emission in novel nanomaterials.

METHODS
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Fabrication of devices, methods for ensuring single tubes, light emission
spectra and spatially resolved emission and electrical measurements are
described in the Supplementary Information.
THEORETICAL MODELLING OF THERMAL LIGHT EMISSION SPECTRA OF QM-SWNTs

We use the tight-binding approximation to calculate the approximate
joint density of states DJ(E) ¼ D(E/2)/2 (where E is the transition energy
and D is the density of states)18 for a SWNT of a certain diameter d, and
nature nanotechnology | VOL 2 | JANUARY 2007 | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology
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introduce broadening of the DJ by convolving it with a function B (either
gaussian or Lorentzian)28
DBJ ðEÞ ¼

ð þ1
1

dE 0  DJ ðE 0 Þ  BðE  E 0 ; sÞ;

where s is the broadening width (due to the finite lifetime of carriers scattered
by phonons and other mechanisms) and is used as a fitting parameter. It is
important to note that DJ does not include the metallic electronic band,
because the dipole transition matrix element is zero for that band29. As an
approximation (without including exciton effects for the large-diameter QMSWNTs used in the current work), we calculated the emission spectrum by30
SðEÞ ¼

n
h
io
1
DJ ðEÞf0 ½EC ðkÞ  Fn  1  f0 EV ðkÞ  Fp ;
tðEÞ

ð1Þ

where S(E) is the photon count (light intensity), E ¼ EC(k)2EV(k) is the
emitted photon energy, DJ(E) is the joint density-of-states, f0(E) is the Fermi –
Dirac distribution at high Te (resulting from self-heating) and 1/t(E) is the
transition probability. EC(k) ¼2EV(k) if the middle of the bandgap is defined
as the energy zero, because the conduction and valence bands of SWNTs are
symmetric, and we assume that the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels
nature nanotechnology | VOL 2 | JANUARY 2007 | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology

Fn  Fp  0 under all experimental gate voltages because the nanotube is
quasi-metallic and the gate efficiency factor is small (0.01; refs 13 –15).
(Fermi level modulation by gate voltages only leads to a variation of ,20% in
the product of the electron and hole Fermi –Dirac population terms in
equation (1).) The emission rate 1/t (E) ¼ 2p/É(q/m0 pCV A)2(2/3Dph(E))
depends on the momentum matrix element pCV, the magnitude of the vector
potential A, and the photon density of states Dph(E), and we assume that it is
energy-independent for simplicity30. For three-dimensional isotropic
(blackbody) photons, Dph / v2 (E ¼ hv), and 1/t(E)  p2CVvr2CVv3, where
the dipole matrix element rCV ¼ pCV/(im0v) and i is the imaginary unit. In a
quasi one-dimensional SWNT, the momentum matrix element pCV slightly
decreases with energy29. The energy dependence of the emission spectrum in
equation (1) is then dominated by the Fermi –Dirac distribution terms in an
exponential manner. From 1.2 eV to 2.0 eV in the visible range in which our
model fitting is carried out for electron temperature extraction, 1/t(E) is
computed using pCV2v varies by a factor of ,2, but the product of the
Fermi –Dirac distribution terms varies by more than 4 orders of magnitude
at Te ¼ 1,000 K.
Using our model with gaussian broadening, we obtained excellent fitting
of the experimental visible spectra (Fig. 3a) and were able to extract Te at
various Vds (square symbols in Fig. 3b). The emission spectrum in the visible
essentially exhibits an exponential decay (eE=kB Te due to the Fermi –Dirac
37
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distributions in equation (1)) into the high-energy end, with a superimposing
hump at 1.6 eV corresponding to the E22 transition (Fig. 3a). Thus the visible
spectrum of suspended QM-SWNTs allows for an experimental determination
of Te (Top) for individual SWNTs under Joule heating at various Vds. Under
higher Vds, a suspended SWNT exhibits more Joule heating and higher Te
(Fig. 3b, left axis), and thus an exponential increase in light emission (see biasdependent spectra in Fig. 3a, c and Fig. 3b, right axis). Importantly, we found
that the extracted Te (squares in Fig. 3b) from the emission spectra agree well
with those obtained (Fig. 3b, blue line) by fitting Ids –Vds curves (Fig. 3b inset)
using the hot phonon model15,19.
The emission spectra of suspended QM-SWNTs in the lower energy
infrared regime were dominated by the E11 peak (Figs 2a and 3c). This
supports our assumption for the model where the transitions within the
metallic band are forbidden29, because otherwise an exponentially increasing
emission would exist on the lower energy side of the E11 peak. It is interesting
that thermal light emission spectra provide insights into the magnitudes of the
optical transition matrix elements, but the lack of an exponential slope causes
difficulty in extracting Te by spectral analysis in the infrared region. Instead, by
using the calculated temperatures from the Ids –Vds fits, Lorentzian broadening,
and allowing only the width s to vary (after fixing the other parameters by
fitting one spectrum), we modelled the infrared spectra with excellent
agreement with experiment for the SWNT in Fig. 3c. This agreement suggests
that contrasting SWNT emission spectra in the infrared region with blackbody
is not sufficient to exclude the possibility of thermal emission, as carried out in
a recent work8. The total photon counts g in the infrared (Fig. 3b, red line) can
be estimated as g (Te)  AeE=kB Te at various Vds (and in turn various Te) with
E  0.8 eV  E11 (photon energy of the peak in Fig. 3c), in agreement with the
measured results (Fig. 3b, red symbols).
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